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AN INTRODUCTION

Looking to take
your idea for
change one step
further? Consider
STAND's Ideas
Collective!

Calling all changemakers and
innovators! Have you got an idea that
addresses a social or environmental
problem? Are you interested in
designing innovative solutions which
work to achieve one (or more!) of the
Sustainable Development Goals? Then
the Ideas Collective is for you.
The Ideas Collective is STAND’s
social incubator programme for
students and recent graduates. We
take participants on a 3 month
programme of training, mentorship
and coaching to help you build, refine,
test and implement your idea for
social or environmental change.
All participants of the programme
have the opportunity to compete to
win seed funding of €1000 to get your
project off the ground!
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WHY TAKE PART IN
THE IDEAS
COLLECTIVE?

Think global
Act local
The challenges facing us around the world today are immense. From
climate change to forced migration, widening inequalities and political
unrest, it is easy to feel overwhelmed by the state of the world - and
hard to know what to do about it.
But STAND believes in the power of action - and in BEING the change
that you want to SEE. We know that young people possess a wealth of
ideas for change, and for building a better world. And we know it can be
hard to find the support to make these ideas a reality.
This is where the Ideas Collective comes in. We believe that to create
change globally, we need to start locally - and that the first steps to
take are often right here in our own communities. Our mission is to
empower a movement of changemakers with the confidence, skills and
practical tools to initiate local action projects for global change.
Together we can create a better future - one idea at a time.
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ABOUT THE PROGRAMME
There are three core strands to the Programme:
1.The Ideas Collective workshops
The Ideas Collective workshops take place online during
summer 2021 on weekends from June to August. There
will be opportunities to come together in person if
Government guidelines allow.
2.The Ideas for Change Showcase
The Ideas for Change Showcase event takes place in
early October, where participants pitch their ideas to a
panel of judges in order to compete to win seed funding
of €1000 for their project.
3.Life Coaching
The one-to-one Life Coaching sessions run throughout
the program from June to November, once a month, at a
time that is convenient for participants. Our coaching
programme will allow participants to actively work
towards their goals, boost their confidence, provide
them with the space to talk through issues and selfreflect, and allow them to gain and improve on skills. We
recommend at least eight hours of coaching from June November 2021.
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WHAT WILL BE
COVERED AT THE
WORKSHOPS?
You will cover the following topics:
Deep dive into understanding local & global
challenges through the lens of the UN
Sustainable Development Goals
Focused sessions on thematic issues
(Climate, Inclusion & Mental Health)
Understanding & unpacking ‘wicked’
problems
Cultivating the right mindsets (understanding
mental models, biases)
Design Thinking - research and generating
ideas
Building & testing prototypes
Marketing your project
Communicating & pitching your idea
Building your network
Financing your project
Managing change and positive team-building
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SCHEDULE + TIME COMMITMENT
The schedule will be as follows:
Welcome evening: Thursday 10th June
June - August:
6 weekends of live online workshops in the
mornings, with independent / group work in
the afternoons. Workshops will take place
online with opportunities for in-person
activties if guidelines allow.
19 & 20 June
3 & 4 July
17 & 18 July
7 & 8 August
21 & 22 August
4 & 5 September
Monthly one-to-one personal development
coaching sessions with your life coach
Showcase: End of September 2021
You’ll be expected to commit to approx 4 hours
per week of working on your project between
group workshops.
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We are looking for participants who are:
-Curious about global issues such as
inequality, climate change, migration and
health
-Prepared to dig deep into the problem they
are trying to solve
-Ready to learn, be stretched and have your
assumptions challenged
-Passionate about making a difference
-Motivated to take action
You must meet the following eligibility
requirements:
Be resident in the Republic of Ireland
Be enrolled in an Irish third-level institution OR
be a recent graduate (up to 1 year)
Be able to commit to a six-month programme
and fully participate in ALL group sessions
Commit at least 4 hours/week (outside the
workshops) to working on your project
Be prepared to take action for one of the
award categories
Be interested in exploring issues and project
ideas from a global perspective
Have a detailed description of the action you
wish to take
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WHO CAN
APPLY?

WHAT KIND OF PROJECTS
CAN ENTER?
We welcome ideas and projects which fall into one (or
more!) of the following categories:
Climate Action, Environment & Waste
Equality, Inclusion & Social Justice
Healthy Mind & Body
Want to learn more about the project categories and get
some ideas? Click the link below!

GO!
Just some examples of the kinds of projects we have
supported in the past (yours could be different!):

You can see examples of past participant projects by clicking the
link below.

GO!
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PROGRAMME
COSTS

The full cost of the programme is over €500 - but
is heavily subsidised for participants thanks to
support from Irish Aid. Prices can be found
below:

EARLY BIRD (until 23rd April)
Students* €55
Recent Grads** €65
Non-students €235
LATE BIRD (until 24th May)
Students* €70
Recent Grads** €80
Non-students €250
20 % discount per person available for group
applications up to four people.
*Students must be due to graduate 2022 or later.
**Recent grads must have graduated in 2020 or
2021
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PARTICIPANT TESTIMONIALS
Hear what some of our 2020 participants
had to say about the programme
SORCHA

TRIONA +
DIARMUID

WATCH

WATCH

Career wise, it's
been such a great
building block for
me to get where I
want to go
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The coaches and the
facilitators were
amazing, they really
helped you to think
critically about your
project

AOIFE

WATCH
You (also) have the
chance to meet
wonderful people
that are going to
create this
atmosphere and
network

OTHER QUESTIONS
Do I need to have a clear idea before applying?
You don’t need a fully developed idea or project to
apply - but you should have the seeds of one! Even if
you don’t have a fully refined idea, we do encourage
participants to think about what your project might
look like, so that you have something to work with
when you sign up. Ask yourself - what is the problem
that I am trying to solve? How might I go about
solving it? We also welcome participants with a more
developed idea or project who are in the early stages
of implementation, and are ready to take it to the
next level. Keep in mind that your idea is likely to
evolve or change over the course of the program!
How are participants selected?
Participants will be interviewed on a rolling basis
once applications are open. Places will also be
offered on a rolling basis, so early applications are
encouraged.
Do I have to take part in the Ideas for Change
pitching event?
No - participants are not obliged to take part in the
Showcase event - but you are encouraged to do so!
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MAKING AN APPLICATION
Got further questions? You can sign up for one of our online info sessions
taking place in April where you can chat to the STAND team and hear from
past participants. Register your interest to be notified of upcoming dates for
online information sessions.

Apply:
To apply for the Ideas Collective, click the link below!

GO!
*The deadline for Round 1 Applications is 5PM FRIDAY 23rd APRIL 2021. Early bird
rates apply!
*The deadline for Round 2 applications is 5PM MONDAY 24th MAY 2021. Please
note that Round 2 applications will only open in the event that spaces have not
been filled in round 1. Places will be limited so early application for Round 1 is
encouraged. Full price rates apply.
Applications will be reviewed on an ongoing basis so early applications are
encouraged! There will be a competitive recruitment process with individual /
group interviews taking place from March onwards.
If you have questions about any aspect of the programme, please get in touch with
our Activities Manager, Caitriona, at caitriona@stand.ie.
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